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Introduction: Biologists are often interested in comparing the location of gene clusters on one or more genomes. The new SimpleSynteny Server provides a set of tools to easily generate an attractive visual
analysis of microsynteny given a pre-selected set of genomes and gene targets of interest. Using the mitochondrial sequences from Colletotrichum falcatum and C. eremochloae as examples below, we step
you through the process of creating a customized figure. In addition to the main pipeline, we highlight “Contig Finder” (a program to quickly identify target-containing contigs within a genome assembly) and
“Advanced Mode” (a mode to manually annotate how genome are displayed). We hope SimpleSyteny will be a useful tool even for molecular biologists who are not computer experts. A “Demo Mode” for new
users and additional details on SimpleSynteny are all available online at: www.simplesynteny.com.

Already know where your gene targets are located?
Simply upload FASTA files
to get started:
SimpleSynteny only requires a user to provide
FASTA files via the Step 1 page. Submit up to 10
genome files (containing only the contigs with
your gene targets) followed by a file with your
gene targets as either DNA or protein sequences.
You can then rename each genome and associate
it with a particular query file using the dropdown
menus. Options are also provided to adjust BLAST
settings or to optimize the display for circular
genomes.

Working with a draft genome? Contig Finder can help
you identify and export your contigs of interest:

Drag-and-drop your files
or select them using the
“Browse” button.

The status of your uploads will appear here.

Rename and associate genome and gene query
files using the dropdown menus here. You can
use the same query file for multiple genomes.

Adjust BLAST settings here.

Select up to
10 contigs
for export.

Adjust BLAST settings here.
Signify if using a circular genome here.
Hits and their direction are listed for each contig.

If you have some of genes of interest
but are not sure where they are
located within a genome assembly,
Contig Finder can help! Simply upload
your assembly, cut-and-paste your
gene targets into the textbox, and click
“Run Search.” BLAST will run remotely
in the cloud and results will be
reported back. Use the “Add this
Contig” button, to select up to 10
contigs to export as a separate file for
use in Step 1 in the main program.

Edit and customize each genome separately for more user-control:
See a list of any gene targets which did not map using this button.

You can display the genomes you have previously edited with this button.

Change the direction of a contig using the “Flip Contig” buttons.

SimpleSynteny draws more compact figures by removing
long segments of contigs with no matching gene targets.
Base pair numbers are listed to indicate where these
removed sections begin and end.

You can remove any unwanted hits here.
The bitscore information from BLAST can
help with your decision making.

Iterate through each of
your genomes and edit
them separately.

On the Step 2 page, SimpleSynteny gives you
more control over how your final figure will
appear by allowing you to edit each genome
individually after BLAST has run. Significant gene
hits (based on your BLAST settings) are listed
under each contig, along with corresponding
bitscores. Individual hits can be removed, or the
direction of a particular contig can be changed
when the user feels it is appropriate. Information
on gene targets which did not map are displayed
to the user and BLAST reports are provided with
results when you generate and download your
final figure in the next step.

You can easily start over with editing a genome if you make a mistake.

Customize and save your final figure just how you want it:

Download your final figure here.

Adjust your figure parameters here.

Go back and make more changes here.

Generate a new preview image
using the current settings.

The Step 3 page is where you can edit, preview and
save a figure with all your genomes combined. You
can adjust an array of parameters such as: size, dots
per inch, image format, and many more options to
customize figure appearance. The “Generate Image
with these Settings” button allows you to continually
update and preview your final figure. Downloading
the zip file with your figure provides additional
BLAST reports, SimpleSynteny settings, and lists of
any skipped gene targets. CMAP (contig mapping)
files for each genome are also included which you
can further edit and submit to the “Advanced Mode”
page.

Take full control with Advanced Mode:
The Advanced Mode page allows you to fully-customize how each
genome is rendered using the CMAP file format (fully detailed in
the help documentation) and jumping straight to Step 3. You can
either start by cutting-and-pasting in CMAP lines provided in the
output from the main program or writing your own from scratch.
Currently, Advanced Mode is the only way to annotate introns and
exons on a figure but
we may add this
option to the main
program in the
future given
enough interest.

